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Why returns to Syria cannot take place in safety and dignity 
 
As the conflict persists with no end in sight, all parties continue to flout fundamental rules of international law with 
impunity, placing civilians at serious risk of disproportionate and otherwise indiscriminate attacks. Amnesty 
International has documented serious violations of international humanitarian law, including war crimes, committed by 
government forces, including unlawful sieges of civilian areas, deliberate attacks against schools, hospitals and medical 
centers as well as the use of internationally banned weapons such as cluster munitions and chemical weapons. So far, 
more than 400,000 people have been killed, over six million people are displaced inside Syria and over five million 
people have fled the violence and sought refuge outside of Syria.1 Although there was a marginal increase in the number 
of people who returned to Syria in 2017, this was by far exceeded by the number of people who were displaced within 
Syria or who fled the country throughout the year.2 
 
No part of Syria is safe and hostilities are ongoing in several parts of Syria, notably in Idleb, Aleppo, and Damascus 
Countryside, between the Syrian government and non-state armed groups, with the support of foreign governments. The 
areas under the control of the US-backed Syrian Democratic Forces, are also at risk of suicide bombing and fighting 
with the Syrian government, Russia, and Turkey and Turkish-backed non-state armed groups. The “de-escalation 
agreement” in Astana May 2017 that led to the creation of four “de-escalation zones” to allow for a decrease in violence, 
increased humanitarian access and the safe and voluntary return of refugees and internally displaced people has 
faltered.3 Fighting has actually increased in Idleb and Damascus Countryside, two of the “de-escalation zones.”4 
 
In addition to the ongoing hostilities, many in Syria are also at serious risk of persecution and reprisals for their perceived 
allegiances. Indeed, Amnesty International’s research has revealed widespread and systematic human rights violations 
and abuses constituting crimes against humanity including the use of torture, extrajudicial executions and enforced 
disappearances of individuals perceived to oppose the Syrian government or other groups.5 The Syrian government has 
been responsible for the vast majority of the human rights violations in detention and many of those subjected to these 
human rights violations are civilians including humanitarian workers, journalists, political activists, human rights 
defenders or people perceived to oppose the government. 
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Meanwhile, large numbers of Syrians continue to be at risk of forced displacement as a result of the deliberate targeting 
of civilians and civilian infrastructure by government and armed opposition groups. The Syrian government’s and some 
armed groups’ “surrender or starve” strategy in which densely populated areas have been subjected to months of sieges 
and relentless bombardment until a “reconciliation” agreement is reached has led to the displacement of thousands of 
civilians.6 They are part of a systematic, as well as widespread, attack by the Syrian government and amount to crimes 
against humanity. Amidst the widespread destruction, many internally displaced people are living in dire conditions 
and unable to return to their homes due to the fear of reprisal, difficulties to prove claims to their property, and the 
lack of access to food, water and basic services.7 For example, the government has also made it difficult for people 
from al-Waer, a neighbourhood in Homs subjected to forced displacement, to prove ownership of their homes due to 
measures aiming to digitise property records that will irrevocably wipe out old records.8 These barriers and others, 
including requiring security checks for land and property transactions, are particularly alarming as the government 
presses ahead with controversial reconstruction plans in Homs.9 The experience of internally displaced people is 
indicative of some of the problems refugees would face should they return to Syria. 
 
Despite the ongoing conflict in Syria, in 2017 policymakers, including in Europe, began to openly contemplate the 
possibility of refugee returns to Syria. In December 2017, interior ministers of German states voted on the possibility 
of returning Syrians whose asylum status comes to an end. 10 In March 2018, parliamentarians of the far right political 
party Alternative for Germany travelled to government-controlled areas of Syria in an attempt to show that Syria is safe 
enough to return refugees to. 11  In Denmark, the right-wing Danish People’s Party pushed for an end to family 
reunification stating that refugees would soon be able to reunite with their families in Aleppo. The binding international 
legal principle of non-refoulement means that countries cannot transfer anyone to a place where they are at a real risk 
of serious human rights violations and abuses. 
 

Recommendations: 
 

• Ensure that any discussions on reconstruction in Syria do not incentivize the return of refugees. 
 

• Ensure that any financial assistance to the Syrian government to support the reconstruction of areas where 
civilians have been forcibly displaced from does not contribute to or result in violations of international 
human rights and humanitarian law. 

 
• Urge the Syrian government to grant the Commission of Inquiry on Syria, the International, Impartial and 

Independent Mechanism, and non-governmental human rights organizations, including Amnesty 
International, access to Syria. 

 
• Accept a shared responsibility to investigate and prosecute war crimes and other crimes under international 

law committed in Syria, in particular, seeking to exercise universal jurisdiction over these crimes before 
national courts in fair trials and without recourse to the death penalty. 
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Fulfilment of pledges and commitments from London Conference 2016 and Brussels Conference 2017 
 
The Brussels Conference in April 2018 is an opportunity for participants to show their commitment to respond to the 
needs of the more than 5 million people who fled Syria since 2011 and who are being hosted in neighbouring countries. 
The majority of these refugees do not have effective protection and are living below the poverty line, lacking legal status 
and with limited access to health care, education and work. 
 
At the London Conference in February 2016 and in Brussels a year later, donors and host countries decided on steps 
to adopt a comprehensive approach to supporting Syria and the region. These included the pledging of six billion US 
dollars for 2017 through the Regional Refugee and Resilience Plans with Syria’s neighbouring countries, the UN 
Humanitarian Response Plan and other mechanisms. While this was largely met, other commitments on ensuring 
protection, education and livelihoods for refugees has not been.12 For example, countries pledged to ensure that 1.7 
million refugee and vulnerable children would be in quality education by the end of 2017 and to create 1.1 million 
jobs for refugees and host country citizens by 2018.13  While some positive steps have been taken to achieve these 
pledges, 43 percent of refugee children in Lebanon, Jordan and Turkey remain out of school and there continue to be 
obstacles preventing refugees from finding dignified jobs with many living below the poverty line.14 The steps taken in 
each of the countries with regards to education and livelihoods have not dealt with the barriers that are preventing 
further progress. While Jordan has issued over 80,000 work permits to refugees, this has not translated into the 
availability of more jobs, and the majority of permits given have been to men. In Lebanon, lack of legal status means 
most refugees do not have access to formal employment opportunities. Meanwhile, while each of the neighbouring 
countries has taken steps to increase education opportunities for children, these have not addressed barriers such as 
the inability of families to bear the informal costs of schooling and the lack of capacity of schools to absorb additional 
children, as well as the distance to schools.15 
 
Meanwhile, the UN Humanitarian Response Plan for Syria was only 52 percent funded in 2017 and the Regional 
Refugee Resilience Plan only 53 percent despite the additional pledges made at the London and Brussels 
Conferences.16 Neighbouring host countries no longer show the same generosity towards refugees, with Jordan, Lebanon 
and Turkey all closing their borders to those fleeing the ongoing conflict and persecution inside Syria, turning thousands 
away from the borders and at times shooting at them.17  This has not stopped people trying to flee Syria and instead 
has forced them to take more dangerous routes, some dying en route as they flee to find protection.18  
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Conditions in host countries 
 
Thousands of refugees have been forcibly returned to Syria from Jordan and Turkey under the guise of security concerns 
or the pretext of ‘voluntariness’.19 Amnesty International documented such forced returns from both Jordan and Turkey 
in 2017. Forced expulsions disguised as “voluntary returns” of Syrian refugees from the Removal Centre in Van, eastern 
Turkey, are believed to have taken place during the final days of May and early June 2017.20 Amnesty International has 
also highlighted that the state of emergency, which has been repeatedly extended since the coup attempt in July 2016, 
decreases the protection refugees and asylum-seekers in Turkey from forcible return and has documented several cases 
of forced returns to Syria in 2017. The Jordanian authorities have also been responsible for a large number of cases of 
refoulement over the past year. According to humanitarian agencies the authorities forcibly returned more than 2,330 
refugees to Syria between January and September 2017 and denied them the ability to challenge their deportation and 
to have access to lawyers or legal advice and to review their deportation orders.21 
 
Lack of legal status remains a main concern for refugees from Syria in Lebanon. Administrative and financial obstacles 
to obtaining or renewing residency permits mean that more than 74 percent of Syrian refugees in Lebanon do not have 
legal residency exposing them to a constant risk of arbitrary arrest, detention and forcible return to Syria.22 Refugees 
also face curfews, raids, arrests and evictions and rising xenophobia which at time has translated into verbal and 
physical assault.23 In June 2017, the Lebanese Armed Forces (LAF) conducted raids on two informal tented settlements 
for Syrian refugees in Arsal, a town bordering Syria. As a result, 350 men were arrested, four of whom died in custody.24  
 
Meanwhile, 80 percent of Syrian refugees in Jordan live below the poverty line.25 Since the closure of the border by the 
Jordanian authorities in 2016, 50,000 refugees from Syria trapped at Rukban in the “berm”, a desert area between 
Jordan and Syria. Humanitarian access to the “berm” has effectively been blocked since June 2016 with the Jordanian 
government only allowing access sporadically following months of talks between the authorities and aid organizations. 
 
Many of the 3.3 million refugees from Syria in Turkey do not have access to livelihoods, housing, health care, and 
education.26  In addition, rising tensions between refugees and host communities in Turkey have already led to incidents 
of intercommunal violence.27 International and national humanitarian NGOs working with refugees have found their 
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work in Turkey increasingly impeded as the authorities have placed restrictions on, and in some cases withdrew, 
permission for them to work in the country. 
 
The lack of options for integration in Lebanon and Jordan and the dwindling number of resettlement places offered by 
the international community has left the majority of refugees living in a state of great insecurity, potentially pushing 
some refugees into considering return to Syria despite the serious dangers they would face if they were to do so. Forcing 
people to go to Syria by making conditions unbearable or allowing them to become so violates the principle of non-
refoulement just as much as mass deportations. While there was a marginal increase in the number of people who 
returned to Syria in 2017, according to organizations working with refugees, it has been difficult to assess the reasons 
and voluntariness of these returns and the role the difficult conditions in host countries has played in decisions to 
return.28 However, the choice of some people to voluntarily return to Syria from neighbouring countries must not be 
used as an indication that this is a safe option and a pretext for mass forced deportations of refugees back to Syria.  
 
 

Recommendations: 
 

• Guarantee full, flexible and predictable funding for refugee protection and meaningful financial support to 
countries hosting large number of Syrian refugees through:  

▪ contributions to UN inter-agency humanitarian appeals and to publish annually the amounts 
they commit and disburse 

▪ bilateral assistance – both financial and technical support, depending on the host country’s 
needs – to enable the host state to provide support to refugees and asylum-seekers, including 
ensuring access to adequate shelter, food, health care and education. The extent of such 
bilateral assistance should also be published annually 

 
• Urge governments of neighbouring countries to Syria to respect the principle of non-refoulement, including by 

opening their borders to people fleeing conflict and persecution in Syria. 
 

• Urge governments of neighbouring countries to follow through on their commitments made in the London and 
Brussels Conferences to provide protection, including legal status and access to essential services, education 
and job opportunities to refugees. 

 
• Ensure the protection of refugees by providing them safe and legal routes and significantly increasing the 

number of resettlement places and other admission pathways such as humanitarian visas, student visas, family 
reunification and private sponsorship 

 
• Ensure refugees from Syria have full access to fair and efficient asylum procedures. Do not enter into 

arrangements which aim to return Syrian refugees back to neighbouring countries already hosting the majority 
of refugees, such as under the EU-Turkey statement, which aims to return everyone - including Syrian refugees 
- irregularly arriving on Greek islands back to Turkey.  
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